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Our first IGCSE batch is a rainbow-
Seven amazing colours unique in their
own ways. The way they have changed
and evolved over the years at Sloka is
now an interesting and exciting story to
look back at. Their creative minds have
always been a center of attraction in all
the events and their energy often
unmatched. Sloka is going to miss you! 

While they step out to the outer world
after their joyful years at Sloka, we made
sure that they receive the warmest
farewell from our family.  The farewell
party hosted by Pre IGCSE juniors was
undoubtedly a colourful event filled with
surprises and entertainments. 

My journey at Sloka is an important chapter of my life.
There is no limit for the fun we had through out our
learning process. From simple assembly  performances to
our own short film, we enjoyed every bit of it. Through
amazing teachers and the most cordial friendships, we felt
surrounded by the best people. Proud and grateful to be a
Slokite. 



classroom
news  February 2023

Affan Ali from stage 9 was honoured with
Marvel Award for his dedication towards
his daily tasks of arranging assembly.

Assembly Marvel Award

To dance is to be
yourself larger, more

beautiful, more
powerful.

This is the power on
earth to express with

moves.

Duet Dance
competition 

The charisma  of dancers was
seen with the moves on beat of
Charlie Chaplin, Beach party 
 and MJ theme songs,  
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Children's Day Bonanza 
Children's day is celebrated like a fest in
sloka Cambridge knowing that smile of our
kids means the most. Sloka Cambridge
created a grand fiesta  inorder to bring
awareness about this day and to spread
the joy.



AREAS OF LEARNING

communication and language
physical development
personal, social and emotional
development
literacy
mathematics
understanding the world
expressive arts and design

The areas of learning are:

In EYFS, practitioners often don't have to
work in classrooms, so the places where
young children learn are called early years
settings or learning environments. We in
Sloka are introducing EYFS to make every
child Unique.

OUR EFY -1  
Early year foundation 

EARLY YEARS
FOUNDATION
STAGE

The early years foundation stage (EYFS) sets
standards for the learning, development and
care of your child from birth to 5 years old.

A Unique Child 

Positive
Realtionships 

Enabling
Enviorments 

learning

Development



Children felicitated for IOT
WORKSHOP

TEN STUDENTS OF SLOKA TO VISIT
IIT -HYDERABAD

WORKSHOP ON IOT APP DEVELOPMENT 
We are proud to announce that ten of our

students from sloka Cambridge have grabbed a

chance to visit the IIT-Hyderabad based on their

performances in various projects. 

 Microcontrollers

 LED-blinking 

Traffic light

 Temperature and  Humidity

Fire alarm detection

Student have done Projects 

based on IOT:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Introducing Slokites to research

Kruu is a project-based learning platform that helps students in high schools get
future-ready. All Cambridge students from stages 7 and above enthusiastically
worked in their groups to come up with a project on History of Geography and

Health Issues. We are sure the experience they gained through these research
activities and project works are going to help them in their future.



Since our children are the future stars of the world, TED
Talk Sloka was a platform for them to share their
stories and prepare them to address the world with
their moving words. Our Slokites went deeper into
fascinating topics of their life based on the theme -
Snake and ladder. Children were spontaneous in
talking about their struggles and achievements. Our
Dean and principal Vishwanath Reddy and CMO
Sanar Arun Kumar also interacted with students
sharing  their life journey. 

Education is not just going to school
and getting a degree. It's also about
expanding knowledge and absorbing
life knowledge. 

SNAKE & LADDER

TED TALK SLOKA 


